Healthy NJ 2030 Maternal Infant Health Subcommittee
May 20, 2022
Attendance:
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Shakila Woltz
Brandie Wooding
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Meeting Minutes
Agenda Item
Ongoing modifications of
‘living document’.

Lead
Speaker
R. Kraus &
B.Wooding

Notes
•
•
•

•
•
Next Steps

B.Wooding

•

Focus of today’s meeting was to solidify Action
Steps under strategies 3-7 throughout the working
document.
Shared that Jessica Nugent has resigned from the
subcommittee due to competing priorities
The group discussed each strategy and the ‘who,
what, and when of what will move the initiatives
forward. Prior to starting the discussion, R. Kraus
provided an example of how this would look. The
specific comments of the group are reflected in
the notes taken on the document during the
meeting.
Group completed Action Steps for all strategies
except Strategy #7: Focusing on First year of life—
Infant Mortality
Today was the Subcommittee’s final scheduled
meetings (Draft Action plan due to ACT Committee
today 5/20).
Group requesting more clarity on the followingo Strategy #3: Strengthen community
support and improve coordination
between community providers and health
systems

Action Steps• Supportive Case
Management
• Health educators in
facilities and community
• Should the group an action
on having an Emergency
Preparedness/Contingency
Plan for Pandemic?
o Strategy #4: Address the Intersection
between Maternal Health, Mental Health
and Substance Use
 Action Steps• Should an action on
Domestic
Violence/Intimate Partner
Violence be included
under this strategy?
Group requesting more time to add Action Steps
to Strategy #7: Focusing on First year of life—
Infant Mortality


•

Follow-up Items

R. Kraus and
B.Wooding

•

•

Proposed to the group sending out either a
document with Strategy #7 for subcommittee
members to add information to or can send out
the full draft document for one final review via
email.
o Some team members suggested one
additional team meeting to work through
the last strategy
o Some suggested wanting the entire draft
to do one more review before submission
Brandie to find out the following and report back
to the teamo Is today 5/20 the final deadline for
submission of drafts or can subcommittees
have additional time
o Do other subcommittees have an
Emergency Preparedness/Contingency
Plan as an action step in their draft plans.
o Once clarity gained, Brandie will be in
touch with the group for next steps. Renee
will clean up the living draft before sharing
with the group.

